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PRODUCT EXAMPLE- RESTANDARDIZE MIX
Please note that this is only one example for one food product type. Production Wizard™
is customizable and a very flexible program that can be used to batch almost anything.
Restandardizing a mix can be a real challenge. Generally, when one ingredient is added to
correct the problem, for instance, to increase the fat content; it is at the same time diluting other
components such as sugar solids, stabilizer solids, emulsifier solids, flavorings, etc. The
restandardized product may meet desired levels for certain analytical tests such as total fat and
total solids while at the same time be out of specification for a variety of other components. As a
result, the nutrition facts panel and ingredient statement may no longer be valid. Fortunately,
Production Wizard™ has a Fix-A-Mix™ feature that makes restandardization a simple, straight
forward process.
Brad works for R.H. Ice Cream Company. We will follow his progress as
he uses Production Wizard™ to restandardized 12% fat ice cream mix.
Before we watch Brad, let’s briefly review what Production Wizard™ does.
Production Wizard™ controls the main operations involved in day-to-day
batch operations starting with the arrival of raw ingredients, keeping track
of the composition of these raw ingredients, creating batch reports based
on the current composition of each ingredient, and finally sending batch
report information to inventory and process control software.
Production Wizard™ Fix-A-Mix Feature
Brad has a problem. He just received the total fat and total solids results from the lab for the
1000 gal of 12% fat ice cream mix just prepared. The mix is too low in both solids and fat. He
needs to determine what should be added to the mix to meet all compositional requirements
before he processes it.
Since R. H. Ice Cream Co. has contracted to make this product for a customer, Brad must
insure that the mix meets their strict guidelines . Furthermore, he needs records to show exactly
what was added during restandardization and why.
Brad will use the Production Wizard™ Batch Creation Tool and a specially configured Fix-AMix™ formula to restandarize his mix. The Batch Creation Tool is wizard based which makes it
very easy to use. Wizard based tools typically have a progress bar, a Next button and a Back
button. Each step includes instructions to explain what needs to be completed before the user is
allowed to continue. Training Brad to use all the components in the Batch Creation Tool was
accomplished in about 1 hour. Brad uses the Batch Creation Tool for day-to-day batching and
batch restandardization.
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Brad starts by clicking on Start Batch
Creation Tool (A).

The Batch Creation
Tool window appears.
Brad clicks the Next
button (B) to
continue.

In this window, Brad
selects the desired
formula. Frank, the
Production Wizard™
program administrator
has configured each
formula to meet every
contingency that Brad
and others might
expect to encounter
during day-to-day
batching including
Fix-A-Mix™ formulas.
Brad selects the FixA-Mix™ formulas
option (C). He selects
the appropriate Fix-AMix™ formula (D) and
clicks the Next
button.
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In this window, Brad
enters the amount of
mix that needs to be
restandardized (D).
He also enters the
size of the mix tank
(E). Production
Wizard™ will prompt
Brad if the mix tank
cannot hold the
original mix and all
the ingredients
needed to fix it. Brad
clicks the Next
button to continue.

Next, Brad is asked
to select some of the
ingredients that will
be used for fixing his
mix. These
ingredients are in
raw storage tanks
and other storage
areas. Brad has
decided to allow all
the ingredients (F).
He will let
Production Wizard™
determine which
ingredients to use.
He clicks the Next
button to continue.
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In this screen, Brad
enters information
regarding the
current composition
of the mix. He
enters values for
total fat and total
solids that he
obtained from the
lab (G). Production
Wizard™ estimates
the current
composition for all
pertinent mix
components (H).
Production
Wizard™ will use
this information to
calculate what must
be added to
restandardize the mix. If Brad knew that certain ingredients had been omitted or an excess of
water or some other ingredient had been added, he could click the Rework Calculator button
(I) to enter that information to obtain a more accurate estimate of the current mix composition.
Brad clicks the Next button to continue.

The message
displayed on this
screen (J) shows
that Production
Wizard™
successfully
calculated what
must be added to
the mix to meet all
requirements for
restandardization. If
Production Wizard™
had not been able to
fix the mix; Brad
would have been
provided diagnostics
to assist in resolving
the problem. Brad
clicks the Next
button to continue.
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This is the
screen of most
interest to Brad.
It shows what
must be added
to the original
mix to bring it
back into
specification.
The original
amount of mix is
shown (K) and
the ingredients
that must be
added to fix it
(L). The total
batch size is
displayed which
includes the
original mix and
the additional ingredients (M). When Brad clicks the Next button a batch report is created and
Brad can fix his mix and rest assured that it will meet or exceed all compositional requirements.
Contact Us
We hope you found this example informative. Production Wizard™ is an application that will
start saving you money immediately. Batching operations where production staff do hand
calculations or use a spreadsheet to balance or restandardize formulas can lead to costly
mistakes. Production Wizard™ provides for managed, fast, and efficient batch creation and
batch restandardization. It reduces product loss, and provides for more effective use of your
staff's time. With Production Wizard™, we can quickly create a data bridge to share valuable
information with other software programs and databases.
Please contact us today to learn more about Production Wizard™ or to schedule a live
demonstration.
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